Mille
Bartoli Design

Mille is a fixed table, available in different shapes and sizes. The legs, available in variable quantities depending on the size of the table top, provide maximum stability and visual consistency.

- RECTANGULAR MILLE

TOP:
- transparent glass (only with chrome-plated legs)
- black acid-treated glass*
- anthracite grey acid-treated glass*
- white acid-treated extra-light glass*
- glossy Calacatta ceramic*
- glossy gold onice ceramic*
- mat graphite grey ceramic*
- mat iridium white ceramic*
- mat ardesia grey ceramic*
* available only for 200, 250, 300 cm versions

Octagonal in Calacatta ceramic (only 200x100 and 250x110 cm)

LEGS:
- chrome-plated
- mat copper finish*
- mat brass finish*
- mat anthracite grey painted metal*
- mat white painted metal*
- mat bordeaux painted metal*
- mat dove grey painted metal*
- mat brown painted metal*
- SQUARE, ROUND, OVAL MILLE

**TOP:**
transparent glass

**LEGS:**
chrome-plated